
DON’T LOSE SIGHT
OF YOUR FLEET,
STAY CONNECTED.

THE MANAGEMENT TOOL 
FOR COMPANIES

FIND OUT MORE AT
myuconnectfleet.fcagroup.com



                         WITH
THE ADVANTAGES ARE CLEAR.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
You can optimise routes, fuel consumption and battery management 

for electric/hybrid vehicles, schedule maintenance and achieve  
a significant cost reduction.

FULL CONTROL
You can monitor and update your vehicles constantly,

at any time and wherever they are.

TOTAL SAFETY
You are kept up to date on the correct, ongoing functionality  

of your vehicles and you are alerted in case of theft or faults.



THE INNOVATIVE TOOL THAT GIVES YOU
COMPLETE CONTROL OVER YOUR VEHICLES.

                         is the innovative and comprehensive solution 
for managing your fleet. The intuitive interface and totally remote 

accessibility allows you absolute control over activities,  
service status, maintenance and assistance of each vehicle.  
With a click you will get all information you need in real time.

Fleet management tool for all FCA connected vehicles with embedded  
connectivity (Uconnect™ Services and Alfa Connect Services)  

and aftersales connectivity (Mopar® Connect and Alfa Connect).

Do you also have vehicles from other car makers?
Please contact our fleet partner Targa Telematics for more information.



                                       is tailored to your needs  
and is available in two packs: Basic and High.  

To find out more, go to myuconnectfleet.fcagroup.com 

BASIC PACK HIGH PACK



     offers you a set of intuitive functionalities.

A virtual operation center where you can instantly view every vehicle  
of your fleet, checking all the parameters of your interest, such as fuel level 
or battery status for hybrid and electric vehicles.

DASHBOARD

Detailed data information and customisable reports are available for  
a comprehensive overview. Know everything about your fleet and take
the best and most timely decisions.

Manage trips better by assigning tasks and viewing progress to define and 
modify the targets of your fleet.

Monitor your fleet by viewing the route of each vehicle based on the days 
and times you select.

See where the vehicles in your fleet are in real time and directly on the map, 
plus quickly access detailed information about each vehicle.

REPORT

TRIPS

ROUTE

REAL TIME

Easy access to essential forms, simplifying your fleets administrative
management and identifying risk areas using the data in your possession.

ADMINISTRATION

Simplify maintenance management and reduce costs by scheduling any kind 
of intervention based on activity hours or mileage.  
Hence, keep your fleet vehicles efficient and compliant with regulations.

MAINTENANCE



To find out more, contact your FCA Dealer
or go to myuconnectfleet.fcagroup.com 


